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1. INTRODUCTION
The object of the present paper is to describe a local approach to the
 outer Fitting pairs introduced by Pense 8 which are a natural extension of
 the Fitting pairs defined by Blessenohl and Gaschutz 2 . This local theory¨
is used here to obtain a Fitting set of p-supersoluble subgroups, p a prime
number, in every finite group G, which is dominant in the set of all
Ž .p-constrained subgroups of G see Definition 5.5 .
After introducing the concept of outer Fitting sets pair relative to a
given group and studying their properties, we give some examples of outer
 Fitting sets pairs. As it is shown in 6, 8 , Pense’s outer Fitting pairs are
used to construct Fitting classes. Our outer Fitting sets pairs allow us to
construct Fitting sets. Along this line, a result about existence and conju-
gacy of injectors with respect to the Fitting sets constructed by outer
Fitting sets pairs is given in the paper. This result can be used to derive a
 theorem of Pense 6 about the existence and conjugacy of injectors with
respect to a special Fitting class of finite groups.
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We use conventional notions and notation. All of them have been taken
 from 3 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we collect some basic definitions and results that are
 quoted in the paper. They are taken from 3, 6, 8 . In particular we refer to
 3 for the basic theory of Fitting sets in finite groups.
If we denote a group by G, we are assuming that G is finite. Arbitrary
groups are denoted by G.
 For any finite group X we denote by X the highest power of a primep
 p dividing X .
We recall that a Fitting set F of a group G is a set of finite subgroups of
G which is closed under conjugation and under the usual operations of
taking normal subgroups and forming finite normal products. If F is a
Fitting class, then the set of all finite subgroups of G belonging to F is a
Fitting set of G. This Fitting set is called the trace of F in G and it is
Ž .denoted by tr F . It is clear that if N is a normal subgroup of G, the setG
of all finite subgroups of N is a Fitting set of G, denoted by E .N
Let F be a Fitting set of G. The subgroup generated by all subnormal
F-subgroups of a finite subgroup U of G is called the F-radical of U and it
is denoted by U . An F-injector of U is a subgroup V of U with theF
property that VN is an F-maximal subgroup of N for every subnormal
subgroup N of U.
Ž   .THEOREM 2.1 6, Satz 2.5 ; see also 3, Theorem VIII.2.9 . If F is a
Fitting set of G and U is a finite soluble subgroup of G, then U possesses
exactly one conjugacy class of F-injectors.
We recall the definitions of Fitting pair and outer Fitting pair.
Ž   .DEFINITION 2.2 6, Definition 1.26 ; see also 3, Definitions IX.2.10 .
Ž .1 If G and H are groups, a normal embedding of G in H is a
Ž .monomorphism  : GH such that G  is a normal subgroup of H.
Ž . Ž .2 Let F be a Fitting class. An F-Fitting pair d, A consists of a
Ž Ž .  .group A and a family d Hom G, A G F such that for each normalG
embedding  : NG F the assertion d   d holds.N G
Ž .  4It can be proved that in this case g d G F, gG is an abelianG
subgroup of A. So, without loss of generality, A can be assumed to be
Ž .  4abelian and to satisfy A g d G F, gG .G
 DEFINITION 2.3 8, Definition 3.1 . Let F be a Fitting class. An outer
Ž . Ž Ž . F-Fitting pair d, A consists of group A and a family d Hom G, A GG
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. F such that for each normal embedding  : NG F there is an
inner automorphism  of A such that  d  d G N
 For examples of outer Fitting pairs see 6, 8 .
3. OUTER FITTING SETS PAIRS
Throughout this section, G will be a fixed group and H will be a Fitting
set of G.
 DEFINITION 3.1 6, Einschnitt 2.3.2 . If N and M are finite subgroups
of G, a normal G-embedding of N in M is a normal embedding  : NM
such that  is the restriction to N of an inner automorphism of G.
Ž .If it is not required N  to be normal in M, then we say that  is a
G-embedding.
We give ‘‘localized’’ definitions of Fitting pairs and outer Fitting pairs.
Ž .DEFINITION 3.2. An H-Fitting sets pair relatie to G is a pair d, A which
Ž Ž .  .consists of a group A and a family d Hom U, A UH such that forU
each normal G-embedding  : U VH the assertion d   d holds.U V
If for each normal G-embedding  : U VH there exists an inner
Ž .automorphism  of A such that d   d , then the pair d, A is calledU V
an outer H-Fitting sets pair relative to G.
Ž .Remark I. The concept of H-Fitting sets pair d, A , with the group A
 abelian, was introduced by Pense 6, Einschnitt 2.3.2 to develop a local
version of the Lausch group in a certain type of groups.
We should note that there are differences between Fitting sets pairs and
Fitting pairs. Let us show two of them.
Ž . Ž .I As we have noticed in Section 2, the group A in a Fitting pair d, A
can be taken abelian. This is not true in general for Fitting sets pairs.
EXAMPLE I. Let A be the alternating group of degree 5 and S the5 3
symmetric group of degree 3. We denote by H the trace of the Fitting class
S S S in the group A . We construct the homomorphisms:3 5 2 5
P Syl A : d : P S , p d  1, p PŽ . Ž .3 5 P 3 P
Q Syl A : d : Q S , q d  1, qQŽ . Ž .5 5 Q 3 Q
R Syl A : d : R S , r d  1,  r RŽ . Ž .2 5 R 3 R
 T A , T  2: d : T S , t d  1,  t T .Ž .5 T 3 T
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Let us recall that
²  3 2 2:N P  a, b a  1 b , bab aŽ .A5
25 2²  :N Q  x , y x  1 y , xy  1 .Ž . Ž .A5
We define
d : N P  S by a d  1, b d  1, 2 ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N Ž P . A 3 N Ž P . N Ž P .A 5 A A5 5 5
d : N Q  S by x d  1, y d  2, 3 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N ŽQ. A 3 N ŽQ. N ŽQ.A 5 A A5 55
Ž  4 .The pair d : L S LH , S is an H-Fitting sets pair relative toL 3 3
²Ž .  :A , where S is not abelian and S  l d LH, l L .5 3 3 L
Ž .DEFINITION 3.3. We say that two outer H-Fitting sets pairs d , A and1 1
Ž .d , A are equialent if there exists an isomorphism  : A  A such2 2 1 2
Ž .that for each UH there exists   Inn A with d  d  .U 2 2U 1U U
Ž . Ž .II Pense showed that an outer Fitting pair d, A with A finite is
 equivalent to a Fitting pair 6, Korollar 3.30 . This result is not true for
outer Fitting sets pairs:
²  4 2 2 :EXAMPLE II. Let G x, y x  1, x  y , y xyx be the quater-
nion group of order 8. Let E be the Fitting set of G of the subgroups of² x:
² :x . We consider the inclusion homomorphisms:
² :i : 1 G, 1 i  1Ž .1 1
² 2: 2 22 2i : x G, x i  xŽ .² x : ² x :
² :i : x G, x i  x .Ž .² x: ² x:
Ž  4 .The pair i : AG A E , G is an outer E -Fitting sets pairA ² x: ² x:
Ž .relative to G. If the pair i, G were equivalent to an E -Fitting sets pair² x:
Ž .f , L , there would exist an isomorphism  : G L such that for each
² : Ž .subgroup T of x there would exist   Inn L such thatT
f  i  .T T T
It is easy to check that this relation leads to contradiction considering the
² :subgroup x and the inner automorphism of G induced by y as a normal
² : ² : Ž .G-embedding of x in x . Therefore i, G is not equivalent to any
E -Fitting sets pair relative to G.² x:
  Ž .Pense 6, Satz 3.2 proves that if d, A is an outer F-Fitting pair and if F
	1 Ž Ž . .is a Fitting set of A, then Fd  U F U d  F is a Fitting class andU
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the Fd	1-radical of a group G F is the inverse image through d of theG
Ž .F-radical of G d . The corresponding result for Fitting sets pairs is statedG
 in the following theorem. The proof is analogous to that of 6, Satz 3.2
with obvious changes. We include it for completeness.
Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Let d, A be an outer H-Fitting sets pair relatie to G and
let F be a Fitting set of A.
Ž .1 The collection of finite subgroups of G
	1 Fd  UH U d  FŽ .Ž .U
is a Fitting set of G.
Ž . ŽŽŽ . . . 	1	12 If UH, then U  U d d .F d U F U
Ž . 	1 Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 If N
U Fd , then N d is conjugate in A to N d 
N U
Ž . 	1U d  F. Thus N Fd . Assume that N y N are subgroups of GU 1 2
	1  4 Ž .such that N 
 TN N and N  Fd , i 1, 2 . Then T d i 1 2 i T
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .N d N d and N d 
 T d , i 1, 2 . Moreover, N d is conju-1 T 2 T i T T i T
Ž .  4 	1gate in A to N d , i 1, 2 . Therefore T Fd .i Ni
Ž . ŽŽŽ . . . 	1 Ž . 	12 Let C U d d . By 1 , C is a normal Fd -subgroup ofU F U
	1 Ž .U. If M
U with M Fd , then M d  F and it is conjugate in A toM
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .M d . Hence M d  U d and so M is contained in C.U U U F
Remark II. Any two equivalent outer Fitting sets pairs produce the
same Fitting set.
Ž .DEFINITION 3.5. For an outer H-Fitting sets pair relative to G, d, A ,
and a homomorphism  : A B, we define the induced outer H-Fitting pair
Ž . Ž .relative to G, d, B , by d  d  for every TH.T T
In the following, we give some examples of outer Fitting sets pairs.
Ž .EXAMPLE III. Let G be a group and F a Fitting class. Let d, A be an
˜ ˜Ž .outer F-Fitting pair. Then the pair d, A , where d denotes the family of
Ž  Ž .. Ž .maps d : T A T tr F , is an outer tr F -Fitting sets pair relativeT G G
to G.
If H is a Fitting set of A, then Hd	1 is a Fitting class. It is clear that
	1 	˜1Ž .tr Hd Hd .G
In some cases it is possible to obtain a more accurate construction of
outer Fitting sets pairs from outer Fitting pairs as the following examples
show. They are local versions of the outer Fitting pairs constructed in 8,
Sects. 4 and 5 , respectively. These local constructions can provide further
information and show that Fitting sets pairs are worth investigating. This is
made clear in Section 5.
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EXAMPLE IV. Let G be a group and let J be a simple group. Denote
Ž .by D n the direct product of n copies of J, where n is the largestJ G G G
  nG   Žnatural number such that J divides G if n  0, we agree thatG
Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž ..D n  1 . Let A n Aut D n .J G J G J G
Let F and F be Fitting classes such that F  F . For any subgroup T1 2 2 1
of G, we consider a chief series H of T going through T and T .T F F1 2
Ž .D H is the direct product of all the J-chief factors of T between TJ T F1
and T taken in the order of occurrence in H . We consider this group asF T2
Ž .the subgroup of D n consisting of the first direct components ofJ G
Ž . Ž .D n . T acts by conjugacy on D H and in a trivial way on the rest ofJ G J T
Ž .components of D n . This action defines an homomorphismJ G
d J , HT , F1F2 : T A n .Ž .T J G
J , F1F2 J , HT , F1F2 Ž J , F1F2 Ž ..If we let d be d , then the pair d , A n is anT T J G
outer E -Fitting sets pair relative to G called chief factor product FittingG
sets pair relative to G.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let us denote D D n and A  A n . Assume that :J J G J J G
T  T is a normal G-embedding of T in T , T and T being subgroups1 2 1 2 1 2
of G. We claim that there exists an inner automorphism 	 of A such thatJ
d 	 d , where d denotes the homomorphism d J , F1F2 for eachT T T T1 2 i i
i 1, 2.
We can consider D as a subgroup of the restricted direct product ofJ
countably infinitely many copies of J, D say, consisting of the first directJ
components of D , J  


 J say. A can be also considered as aJ 1 n JG
subgroup of A , which is the group of automorphisms of D that haveJ J
J˜ , F1F2Ž .finite support. In this way the chief factor product Fitting pair d , A J
 constructed in 8, Sect. 4 is defined as follows.
For any group X, fix a chief series H going through X and X .X F F1 2J˜ , F1F2 J , H X , F1F2Then d  d : X A .X X J
J˜ , F1F2  Ž .In 8, Theorem II it is proved that d , A is an outer E-FittingJ
pair, where E is the class of all finite groups.
Consequently there exists an inner automorphism  of A such thatJ
Ž . Ž .d  d  . Notice that T d  A  A , T d  A  A . SinceT T 1 T J J 1 T J J2 1 2 1
the elements in A have finite support, we can take a natural numberJ
l n big enough so that  can be considered an inner automorphism ofG
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .A l Aut D l , with D l being the subgroup J  


 J of DJ J J 1 l J
Ž .consisting of the l first direct components of D . Note that D l is aJ J
Ž . Ž .T -group via d and so view D l D  Y, with D D n  J1 T J J J J G 12
 


 J and Y J  


 J T -subgroups. More precisely T actsn n 1 l 1 1G G
trivially on Y.
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Ž .On the other hand D l is also T -group via d . With respect to thisJ 1 T1
structure D and Y are also T -subgroups and the action of T on Y isJ 1 1
trivial.
Ž .Since d  d  , with  an inner automorphism of A l , we haveT T J2 1
Ž .that the considered actions of T on D l are equivalent. By the1 J
Ž KrullSchmidt Theorem see for instance 4, Theorem 10.10 and Corollary
.10.17 it follows that the corresponding actions of T on D are equiva-1 J
lent. This means that there exists an inner automorphism 	 of A suchJ
that d 	 d and we are done.T T1 2
Ž .Remark III. 1 The construction of the chief factor product Fitting sets
pair is dependent on the inherent choices only within equivalence of outer
Fitting sets pairs.
	˜1Ž .2 With the above notation, if F is a Fitting set of A and F FdJ
is the Fitting class defined by the chief factor product Fitting pair
J˜ , F1F2Ž .d , A , thenJ
tr F  tr F d	1Ž . Ž .Ž .G A J
is the Fitting set of G defined by the chief factor product Fitting sets pair
Ž J , F1F2 Ž ..relative to G, d , A n .J G
As we show in Section 5, Example VI, there are Fitting sets associated
to chief factor product Fitting sets pairs which cannot be obtained in this
way.
Clearly the same techniques used in the proof of Example IV are also
 valid to construct the following example from 8, Theorem III .
EXAMPLE V. Let G be a group and let S be a perfect single-headed
group with head isomorphic to a non-abelian simple group J. Let L be the
subgroup generated by all subnormal subgroups of G isomorphic to S, and
let M be the subgroup generated by the maximal normal subgroups of the
subnormal subgroups of G isomorphic to S. The factor group LM is
Ž  .called the S-head-section of G see 8, Definition 5.4 .
Ž . Ž .Let D n , A n , F , and F be as in Example IV.J G J G 1 2
For each subgroup T of G, we fix an embedding of the S-head-section
Ž . Ž .of T T as the first components of D n . T operates on D n viaF F J G J G1 2
this embedding, and therefore we have an homomorphism hS, F1F2 : TT
Ž . Ž S, F1F2 Ž ..A n . Thus the pair h , A n is an outer E -Fitting sets pairJ G J G G
relative to G.
Ž Ž ..In Section 4 we will also consider H, O n the induced outer E -Fit-J G G
Ž S, E I Ž ..ting sets pair relative to G from the pair h , A n , where I is theJ G
trivial Fitting class and E is the class of all finite groups, by the projection
Ž . Ž . Ž .of A n onto O n , the outer automorphism group of D n .J G J G J G
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Ž .It is known that O n is isomorphic to the natural wreath productJ G
Ž .Out J  S , where S is the symmetric group of degree n .nat n n GG G
Ž .Remarks IV. 1 Bearing in mind the notation used in Example IV and
˜S, F1F2Ž . in Example V, the Fitting pair h , A constructed in 8, TheoremJ
III mentioned above is defined as follows:
Ž .For any finite group G, we consider as in Example IV, D n andJ G
˜S, F1F2Ž .A n as subgroups of D and A , respectively. Then h J G J J G
hS, F1F2 : G A .G J
˜Ž . Ž .2 Let H, O be the induced outer Fitting pair from the pairJ
˜S, E IŽ .h , A by the projection of A onto O , the outer automorphismJ J J
group of D that have finite support.J
Ž Ž Ž . ..Notice that A  lim Aut J 


 n copies . . . J and so A isJ n J
Ž . Ž Ž . .the restricted, natural wreath product lim Aut J  S with basen nat n
Ž . Ž . Ž .group Aut J . Then O is A Inn J with base group Out J .J J
Ž .For a group G we can consider analogously O n as a subgroup of O .J G J
Ž Ž ..With respect to the outer E -Fitting sets pair relative to G, H, O n ,G J G
defined in Example V and for each subgroup T of G, we have
˜t H  t H O n O for every t T .Ž . Ž . Ž .T T J G J
˜	1Therefore if F is the Fitting class F FH , where F is a Fitting set of
O , it follows thatJ
tr F  tr F H	1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .G O Žn .J G
 These considerations are the key to deducing Theorem 4.3 6, Satz 4.14
from the results of Section 4.
4. INJECTIVE FITTING SETS
 In 6, Satz 4.14 Pense exhibits a type of Fitting classes, constructed by
means of Fitting pairs, with respect to which every finite group has a
 unique conjugacy class of injectors. In 7 an improved version of this result
is obtained. This result is actually a particular case of a more general one
as we show in this section.
More precisely in the next theorem we give a criterion for the Fitting
sets constructed by means of outer Fitting sets pairs to be injective. This
criterion applies in the particular construction proposed by Pense and
allows us to derive his result.
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a group and let d, A be an outer E -FittingG
Ž .sets pair relatie to G. Suppose that F is a Fitting set of A and the pair d, A
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satisfies the following condition:
Ž . 	1 For each G-embedding  : VU, U, V E , such that U isG F d
Ž . Ž .contained in V  , there exists  Inn A such that  d  d .U V
Ž .Let X E . If the group X d possesses a single conjugacy class ofG X
F-injectors, then X also possesses a single conjugacy class of Fd	1-injectors.
Ž .Proof. Let X E and assume that T is an F-injector of X d .G X
Ž . 	1 	1Denote by U T d . We shall see that U is an Fd -injector of X.X
Ž . ŽŽ . .Since T is an F-injector of X d , it follows that X d is contained inX X F
ŽŽŽ . . . 	1 Ž .	1T. So X  X d d is contained in U. By property  , thereF d X F X
ŽŽ . .a Ž . Ž .exists a A such that U d  U d . Since T U d  F, it followsU X X
that U Fd	1.
Let N be a subnormal subgroup of X and suppose that UNWN
where W Fd	1. Since N is a subnormal subgroup of X, it holds that
Ž . Ž .	1 	1N N X NUW. By the condition  , W d is conju-F d F d N
Ž . Ž .gate in A to W d which is in F. On the other hand, since d, A is anW
Ž .outer E -Fitting sets pair relative to G, there exists 	 Inn A such thatG
Ž . Ž .d is d 	 restricted to N. So W d is conjugate in A to W d .N X N X
Ž . Ž .	1Consequently W d  F. Now Ker d  X U. Hence UN dX X F d X
Ž . Ž . Ž . T N d which is contained in W d  N d . Since T is anX X X
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F-injector of X d and W d  F, it follows that T N d  W d .X X X X
Therefore W is contained in U and UNW. This means that U is an
Fd	1-injector of X.
Ž .Suppose now that X d has a single conjugacy class of F-injectors. LetX
˜ 	1U and U be two Fd -injectors of X. A straightforward proof using
˜Ž . Ž .analogous arguments provides that U d and U d are F-injectors ofX X
˜ xŽ . Ž . Ž .X d . By hypothesis there exists x X such that U d  U d .X X X
˜ x ˜ xSince Ker d is contained in UU , it follows that UU .X
Let us give now an application of the above result.
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a group and let S be a perfect single-headed
group with head isomorphic to a non-abelian simple group J. Consider
Ž Ž ..H, O n the outer E -Fitting sets pair relatie to G constructed in Exam-J G G
ple V.
Ž .Let F be a Fitting set of O n all whose elements are subgroups of theJ G
Ž . 	1base group of O n and T FH the Fitting set of G corresponding to theJ G
Ž Ž ..pair H, O n .J G
Ž .If Out J is soluble, then each subgroup of G has exactly a conjugacy class
of T-injectors.
Ž .Proof. Notice that for every subgroup B of O n , the F-injectors ofJ G
Ž . Ž . Ž .BOut J , where Out J denotes the base group of O n are exactlyJ G
Ž .the F-injectors of B. Therefore each subgroup of O n possesses a singleJ G
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conjugacy class of F-injectors by Theorem 2.1. So it is enough to show that
Ž Ž .. Ž .the pair H, O n satisfies the property  of Theorem 4.1.J G
Let  : VU be a G-embedding between subgroups U and V of G
Ž .such that U is contained in V  .T
We consider L M and L M the S-head-section of U andU U ŽV . ŽV .
Ž . Ž . 	1V  , respectively. It is clear that L H  1  F. So L  FHU L O Žn . UU J G
Ž . T and L is contained in U and so also in V  by hypothesis. ThisU T
implies that L  L . Now, suppose that there exists a subnormalU ŽV .
Ž .subgroup X of V  such that X S and X is not subnormal in U. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .X C L M  C L M . Since C L M  Ker H  UŽV . U U U U U U U U U T
Ž . Ž . V  , it follows that X is subnormal in C L M and so is in U, aU U U
contradiction.
Ž .Therefore the S-head-section of V  coincides with the S-head-section
of U and then it is conjugate to the S-head-section of V. By construction
Ž Ž ..of the Fitting sets pair, it follows that there exists  Inn O n suchJ G
that H H .U V
Ž .Theorem 4.2 and Remarks IV 2 yield the following result
 THEOREM 4.3 6, Satz 4.14 . Let S be a perfect single-headed group with
˜Ž .head J. We consider the outer Fitting pair H, O . Let F be a Fitting set in theJ
˜	1base group of O and let F FH be the corresponding Fitting class. If theJ
outer automorphisms group of J is soluble, then eery finite group has exactly a
conjugacy class of F-injectors.
5. AN APPLICATION
The object of this section is to obtain a p-supersoluble Fitting set, p a
prime number, in every finite group G, which is dominant in the set of all
p-constrained subgroups of G, by means of a Fitting sets pair.
 Let G be a finite group and p a prime dividing G . Following the
notation of Example IV, we take J C , the cyclic group of order p,p
F  I, the trivial Fitting class, and F  E , the Fitting class of all finite2 1
nG   Ž .groups. Let n be the natural number such that p  G . Then D npG J G
nG Ž .is an elementary abelian p-group of order p and A n is justJ G
Ž . Ž Ž ..GL n , p . Denote by d, GL n , p the chief factor product Fitting setsG G
pair relative to G of Example IV, that is, d dC p , E I.
Ž Ž .  Ž Ž ... Ž Ž ..Let F UGL n , p U Z GL n , p . Since Z GL n , p is aG G G
Ž .normal subgroup of GL n , p , it is clear that F is a Fitting set ofG
Ž . 	1GL n , p . By Theorem 3.4 we have that F  Fd is a Fitting set of G.G Z
Let A be the group of all regular linear transformations of theC p
Ž .countable-dimensional vector space V over GF p , the finite field of pp
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Ž .elements, having finite support. It is clear that GL n , p can be consid-G
ered as a subgroup of A in the natural way.C p
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume that either n  2 and p 3 or n  2 andG G
Ž . Ž .p 2. Then the Fitting set F of GL n , p is not the trace in GL n , p ofG G
any Fitting set of A .C p
Ž .Proof. Let  be a generator of GF p , the multiplicative group of the
Ž . Ž . Ž .field GF p . Denote h  diag  , . . . ,   GL n , p and Z G
Ž Ž .. ² :Z GL n , p . It is known that Z h is a cyclic group of order p	 1.G
We can consider Z as a subgroup of A by the identification of h withC p
Ž Ž . . ² :diag  , . . . n 	 times . . . ,  , 1 . . . . Let Z  h , where h G 1 1 1
Ž Ž . .diag 1,  , . . . n 	 times . . . ,  , 1 . . . . It is clear that h and h are conju-G 1
Ž .gate in GL n  1, p and so in A .G Cp
Ž .Assume that H is a Fitting set of A such that F tr H . ThenC G LŽn , p.p G ZH and so Z H. Since h, h  1, it follows that ZZ is an abelian1 1 1
	1 Ž Žsubgroup of A . Hence ZZ H. Notice that hh  diag  , 1, . . . n 	C 1 1 Gp
. 	1 . ² 	1:1 times . . . , 1,  , 1, . . .  ZZ . Therefore hh  H. Now h 1 1 2
Ž 	1 . 	1 ² :diag  ,  , 1, . . . is conjugate to hh in A . This implies that h1 C 2p
² : Ž . ² :belongs to H. Since h GL n , p , it follows that h  F, a contra-2 G 2
diction.
˜Ž .Following the notation of Example IV, denote by d, A the chiefC p˜ C˜ p , E Ifactor product Fitting pair with d d . Then F is not in general theZ
trace in G of any Fitting class obtained by the inverse image of a Fitting
˜Ž . Ž .set of A through the Fitting pair d, A , as part a in the next exampleC Cp p
shows. In fact, there exist groups G such that F is not the trace in G ofZ
Ž .any Fitting class, as we can see in part b .
Ž . ² : ² :EXAMPLE VI. a Let X a  b  C  C . Consider the action2 2
of the group X on the group A C  C  C defined by3 3 3
	1 0 0 	1 0 0
a , b .0 	1 0 0 	1 0ž / ž /0 0 1 0 0 	1
 Let G  A X be the corresponding semidirect product and
˜Ž Ž .. Ž .d, GL 3, 3 and d, A the chief factor product Fitting sets pair relativeC3
to G and the chief factor product Fitting pair, respectively.
	˜1Ž .Suppose that F  tr Hd for some Fitting set H of A . ConsiderZ G C3 ² :  ² : Ž .the subgroups of G, H  A a , and H  A b . Then H d 1 2 1 H1
² Ž .: Ž . ² Ž .:diag 	1,	1, 1  F and H d  diag 	1,	1,	1  F where F2 H 2 ˜Ž Ž .. Ž .is the Fitting set defined by Z GL 3, 3 . In particular, H d H.2 H 2
Arguing as in the above proposition, we can deduce that
˜² Ž .: Ž .diag 	1,	1, 1, . . . H. Hence H d H. This implies that H 1 H 11	˜1 Ž . Ž Ž ...Hd and then H d  Z GL 3, 3 , a contradiction.1 H1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .b Let G and F be as in part a . Suppose that F  tr F forZ Z G
some Fitting class F. Then H is an element of F whence, by the2
 sharpened version of the quasi-R -lemma 3, Theorem X.1.24 , the sym-0
metric group of degree 3, S , is contained in F *. It follows, by definition of3
 F * 3, Definition X.1.1 , that the subdirect product of two copies of S3
Ž with amalgamated factor group of order 2 is contained in F see 3,
. Ž .Definition A.19.2 . Therefore, H is a member of tr F  F , a contra-1 G Z
diction.
We study the Fitting set F in the group G. We are assuming thatZ
n  0. Let B F . Then the chief factors of B of type C are simpleG Z p
Ž .and all of them are B-isomorphic. In particular, Ker d O B . More-B pp
over BKer d is cyclic of order dividing p	 1. If B does not contain anyB
Sylow p-subgroup of G, then B is p-nilpotent; that is, BKer d .B
Ž .Notice that tr G  F .E E Zp p
LEMMA 5.2. Let H be a subgroup of G. Assume that H is a p-separable
group of p-length at most 1, then:
Ž . Ž .1 H is the unique F -maximal subgroup of H containing O H ; inF Z ppZ
particular, H is the unique F -injector of H.F ZZ
Ž .   nG Ž .2 If H  p , then H O H .p F ppZ
  nG  If H  p , then H  mH m has scalar action on the directp FZ
4product of the p-chief factors of H in a chief series of H .
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 Let M be an F -subgroup of H containing O H . WeZ pp
claim that M is normal in H, so that the conclusion is clear.
Ž .Since the p-length of H is smaller than or equal to 1, then MO Hpp
is a p-group. Consequently the p-chief factors of H are completely
Ž . Ž .reducible GF p M-modules, where GF p is the finite field of p ele-
ments, and so the direct product of the p-chief factors of H in a chief
Ž . Ž .series of H, viewed as a GF p M-module in the natural way, is GF p M-
isomorphic to the direct product of the p-chief factors of M in a chief
series of M. Since M F , then M has scalar action on the aboveZ
 mentioned direct product of the p-chief factors of H. Therefore M, H 
Ž .O H M. In particular M is normal in H.pp
Ž .   nG2 If H  p , it is clear that H is p-nilpotent and so H p F FZ Z
Ž .O H .pp
  nG  Assume now that H  p . Denote S mH m has scalar actionp
4on the direct product of the p-chief factors of H in a chief series of H . It
Ž .is clear that S is a normal subgroup of H containing O H . Notice thatpp
Ž .the p-chief factors of H are completely reducible as GF p H -modulesFZ
Ž .and also as GF p S-modules because H and S are normal subgroups ofFZ
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  nGH. Moreover since H  p we can easily deduce that S F and alsop Z
that SH .FZ
Ž Ž . Ž ..Remark V. A group X is p-constrained if C O X O X X pp p
Ž .O X . We recall that a group X has a unique conjugacy class ofpp
p-nilpotent injectors if and only if X is p-constrained. In this case, the set
Ž .  Ž .  Ž .4of p-nilpotent injectors is Inj X  O X X X  Syl X ,E S p p p pp p
Ž .Syl X being the set of all Sylow p-subgroups of X. Moreover thep
p-nilpotent injectors of X are exactly the p-nilpotent maximal subgroups
Ž . Ž  .of X containing O X see 5, 2. Remark .pp
 It is known that p-separable groups are p-constrained 9, 9.3.1 .
  nGLEMMA 5.3. Let H be a p-constrained subgroup of G such that H  p .p
Ž .If M is an F -maximal subgroup of H containing O H , then there exists aZ pp
Ž . Ž .Sylow p-subgroup H of H such that O H H O M is a normalp pp p pp
subgroup of M.
  nGProof. Suppose that M  p . In this case since M F , we havep Z
that M is a p-nilpotent group and so M is contained in a p-nilpotent
Ž .injector, X say, of H because O H M. But clearly X F whichpp Z
Ž .implies XM. In particular, MO H H for some Sylow p-subgroupp p
H of H, a contradiction. Consequently there exists a Sylow p-subgroupp
Ž . Ž . Ž .H of H such that O H H O M . But O H H is a p-nilpo-p pp p pp pp p
Ž . Ž .tent injector of H, which implies that O H H O M .pp p pp
COROLLARY 5.4. Let H be a p-constrained subgroup of G such that
  nG Ž .H  p . If M is an F -maximal subgroup of H containing O H , thenp Z pp
Ž Ž ..  Ž . M N I  mN I m has scalar action on the direct product ofH F HZ
Ž . Ž .4the p-chief factors of N I in a chief series of N I for some p-nilpotentH H
injector I of H.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3 we have that there exists a p-nilpotent injector I
Ž . Ž Ž ..of H such that IMN I . Notice that IO N I and thatH pp H
Ž .N I is a p-separable group of p-length at most 1. The conclusion followsH
now from Lemma 5.2.
The following definition and lemma are local versions for Fitting sets of
Ž the corresponding statements for dominant Fitting classes see 3, Defini-
.tion IX.4.1, Lemma IX.4.2 . The proof of Lemma 5.6 is analogous to the
corresponding one for Fitting classes. So we omit it.
DEFINITION 5.5. Let A be a group. Let X be a set of subgroups of A
closed under taking subnormal subgroups and let F be a Fitting set of A.
Ž . Ž .We say that F is dominant in X if i F X, and ii for all H X any two
F-maximal subgroups of H containing H are conjugate in H.F
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LEMMA 5.6. Let A be a group. Let X be a set of subgroups of A closed
under taking subnormal subgroups and let F be a Fitting set of A which is
dominant in X. Then eery subgroup H of A in X has a unique conjugacy
class of F-injectors, namely the F-maximal subgroups of H containing H .F
THEOREM 5.7. Let H be a p-constrained subgroup of G. Then H has a
unique conjugacy class of F -injectors. Moreoer the F -injectors of H areZ Z
Ž .exactly the F -maximal subgroups of H containing O H , or equialently,Z pp
the F -radical of H.Z
Moreoer we hae:
  nGIf H  p , then the F -injectors of H are exactly the p-nilpotentp Z
injectors of H.
  nGIf H  p , then the set of F -injectors of H is exactlyp Z
Inj H  N I I Inj H .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5FF H E SZZ p p
In particular, the F -injectors of H are the subgroupsZ
N I  mN I m has scalar action on the direct productŽ . Ž .Ž .FH HZ
of the p-chief factors of N I in a chief series of N I 4Ž . Ž .H H
I being a p-nilpotent injector of H.
  nGProof. Notice that if H  p , then the F -subgroups of H arep Z
  nGexactly its p-nilpotent subgroups. On the other hand, if H  p , it isp
clear by Corollary 5.4 that the set of F -maximal subgroups of H contain-Z
Ž .  Ž .  Ž .4ing O H is exactly the set N I I Inj H which is a conju-pp H F E SZ p p
Ž .gacy class of subgroups of H. Since O H is contained in H , wepp FZ
deduce that this set also coincides with the set of F -maximal subgroups ofZ
H containing H .FZ
Therefore we have that F is a dominant Fitting set of G in X HZ
 4G H is pconstrained . The result follows by Lemma 5.6.
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